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‘A small supreme of Southridge?’

The corners of Mac’s eyes froze, and he could not help feeling angry.

This Mandy Una was uncharacteristically arrogant and rude. She even dared

to disrespect Supreme Reed Williams of Southridge.

He was the first supreme in the country!

Come to think of it, even Deputy Consul Cooper Berry of the Nonagon would

have to be polite when he saw Reed and treat him as a guest of honor.

However, Mandy did not care for Reed at all.

Too pompous!

“Miss Una, I’m not kidding with you. This person belongs to Supreme

Williams, and Mr. Santos has also given the order that he must be sent back

safely. Please don’t make things difficult for me.”

By this time, Mac’s tone had also become a little cold. After all, Mandy

bypassed him and directly commanded his subordinates, which already made

him upset. Now, this woman was also rude to Supreme Williams, which made

his impression of her even worse.



Before this, he still had some respect for her due to her status in the Griffin

Pavilion of the Nonagon. Now, since the other party was so disrespectful, Mac

felt no need to grovel to her.

A warrior must display the pride and backbone of a warrior!

With a twitch of her eyebrows and a slight chill on her face, Mandy said to

Mac, “Supreme Commander Gildon, I don’t want to talk nonsense with you.
You can’t take this person away. He’s wanted by the Nonagon. I want to deal

with him personally!”

Upon hearing this, Mac held back his anger and solemnly commanded the five

squad members he had brought behind him, “Everyone listen to me and force

your way out! Anyone who dares to stop us can be killed on the spot!”

Whoosh!

Instantly, the combatants Mac brought with him raised their guns and pointed

them at the people opposite. The atmosphere was extremely tense!

Mandy also lost her patience and warned, “Mac Gildon, don’t play with fire! I
have the Griffin Order from the Griffin Pavilion of the Nonagon. The people of
your combat squad must obey me unconditionally! Otherwise, everyone will
be charged with insubordination and dealt with accordingly!”

Mac coldly snorted at that. “Miss Una, this is not me playing with fire but you

burning yourself! I also have the order from the grand commander that this



person must be brought back safely! If you dare to make a move, you’re
disobeying Grand Commander Santos’ wishes and being disobedient!”

“Hmph!”

Mandy snorted coldly. She raised her hand and said, “In that case, there’s
nothing else to discuss between us. Let’s see who can walk out of here alive!”

At this critical juncture!

Suddenly, eight Apache combat helicopters rumbled in the sky. The
thundering propellers resounded over the entire factory!

The people on the ground swayed like fragile grass due to the strong air
current. Everyone looked up and saw the eight combat Apaches hovering over

the factory.

Immediately after, black ropes were tossed down from the sky. Combatants in

black combat uniforms with weapons on their backs descended quickly from
the high altitude!

After everyone landed, they raised their weapons and quickly surrounded this

place!

These people were unlike those in green uniforms. They wore black combat

uniforms and had armbands with the picture of a longsword as well as the
word ‘Snapdragon’ written on them.



They were Garth Santos’ personal guards, Snapdragons!

They specialized in offshore activities. They were a mysterious combat squad.
Generally speaking, they never appeared in public.

However, this combat squad appeared today!
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